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Abstract : Traditional Japanese communication style， which is highly context-dependent and lacking of clear 
1inguistic expression司 isnow less acceptable as Japan has been intemationa1ized and informationalized. One of 
the communication problems to be solved in current Japan is difficu1ty in expressing our thoughts and feelings. 
It causes the following demerits: 1) Our opinions are not easily understood and accepted even if they are 
excellent， and we cannot contribute to collaborative thinking with others. 2) Our feelings are not well 
understood and we cannot build a relationship of mutual trust and empathy. To catch cognition and feelings of 
people who are communicating objectively， that is metacognition of the communication， isimportant in order 
to express our thoughts and fee1ings effectively. This article argues the necessity of communication education 
for developing the ability of expressing thoughts and feelings， introduces its theoretical backgrounds and 
presents the contents to be treated， based on the concept of metacognition 















































































































































































































































































































































1つである Thurstone(1938)の多因子説 (theoryof 























































































内容を紹介する。“Communicating" (Taylor， Meyer， 
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